This study examines the literary complexities of the poetry which Ovid wrote in Tomis, his place of exile on the coast of the Black Sea after he was banished from Rome by the emperor Augustus in A.D. 8 because of the alleged salaciousness of the Ars Amatoria and a mysterious misdemeanour which is nowhere explained. Exile transforms Ovid into a melancholic poet of despair who claims that his creative faculties are in terminal decline. But recent research has exposed the ironic disjunction between many of the poet's claims and the latent artistry which belies them. Through a series of close readings which offer a new analytical contribution to the scholarly evaluation of the exile poetry, this book examines the nature and the extent of Ovidian irony in Tomis and demonstrates the complex literary designs which are consistently disguised under a veil of dissimulation.

Gareth Williams aims to counteract traditional scholarly antipathy to the exile poetry, which could be said to represent the last frontier in modern Ovidian studies. Scholars working in the field will welcome his insights.
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PREFACE

This study, a revised version of a Cambridge doctoral thesis submitted in early 1990, owes many debts. Jim McKeown and Michael Reeve patiently monitored my researches, John Henderson and Robin Nisbet supplied many helpful suggestions in judging the outcome; I am indebted to Eric Handley and Stephen Hinds for showing an interest in my research which was barely deserved; Neil Hopkinson gave invaluable support at every stage. My greatest debt, however, is to Byron Harries, my superlative teacher and friend. I am grateful to the British Academy for the award of a Research Fellowship in the Humanities in 1990; I am grateful to Churchill College, Cambridge, for the award of a Research Fellowship in the same year; and my gratitude is also due to the staff of the Cambridge University Press, especially Pauline Hire and Glennis Foote, for the skill and care taken over the process of publication.